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The “New” New Media

• Overview
• Really Simple Syndication (RSS)
• Blogs
• Podcasts



The New New Media: 
Quick Definitions

• Really Simple Syndication (RSS): a format that allows 
anyone with a Web site to easily "syndicate" their 
content

• Blog: Short for “web log,” a blog is an interactive Web 
site allowing anyone to share their view, news, or 
passion through publishing tools that are relatively easy 
to use and maintain

• Podcast: an audio file that can be anything from a 
lecture to a radio show that users can download and 
listen to on a computer or portable media player



Overview: Common 
Knowledge?

Internet “phishing”
Have A Good Idea 29% 
Not Really Sure 55% 
Never Heard of It 15% 

Podcasting 
Have A Good Idea 13% 
Not Really Sure 64%
Never Heard of It 23%

RSS feeds
Have A Good Idea 9%
Not Really Sure 65%
Never Heard of It 26% 

Source: Pew Internet & American Life Project May 4-June 7, 2005 survey. N=1,336 internet users. Margin of 
error is ±3



Overview: Why to Care
• Today’s new technologies are more than just fun for 

“geeks”
– They facilitate easier 360° communication, especially for complex topics
– They represent the continuing evolution of the online connected 

community
– They help address current issues (spam, privacy, phishing, etc.)

• 2004: 29 percent of North American households had 
broadband – 62 percent by 2010 (Forrester)



Overview: Other Sources
• There are some 9 million blogs out there, with 

40,000 new ones popping up each day. Some 
discuss poetry, others constitutional law. And, yes, many 
are plain silly. (Update: Technorati says they monitor 15 
million blogs)

• Let's assume that 99.9% are … off point. So what? That 
leaves some 40 new [blogs] every day that could 
be talking about your business, engaging your 
employees, or leaking those merger discussions 
you thought were hush-hush

May 2, 2005 (cover story)



Overview: Other Sources



RSS Feeds
• RSS is a file format that allows anyone with a Web site 

to easily "syndicate" their content, similar to how comic 
strips and popular columns are syndicated by their 
owners to hundreds of newspapers

• An RSS search engine searches for content structured in 
specialized XML formats such as RSS and Atom but does 
not look at a site's HTML or other markup



RSS Feeds
• By using an RSS aggregator, you can “subscribe” to the 

feeds on which you would like to be updated
• Online tools include Bloglines
• Newsgator.com, others



Blogs
• Weblog (a log/journal on the Internet) or “blog” for 

short
• Blogs allow anyone to share their view, news, or passion 

with the world through publishing tools that are 
relatively easy to use and maintain

• Blogs are interactive, creating their own webs through 
the use of comments, content feeds, and active linking 
behavior



Blogs vs. Web sites
• Blogs tend to be mostly text. Web sites tend to be more 

rich content (photos, graphics, etc.)
• Blogs encourage feedback, often unedited. Only those 

with privileges can post on a Web site
• Blogs are Web sites. Web sites are not necessarily blogs



Examples of Blogs
• Colorado Tech Week

• Bob Lutz (GM) Fastlink Blog

• Brad Feld's Feld Thoughts

• The Mark Cuban Weblog



Examples of Legal Blogs
• Blawg Republic

– Provides a digest view of the latest news and commentary from the 
legal blogging community

• The Law Pundit
– The Law Pundit (LawPundit) comments and reports on all areas of law, 

life, humanity, politics and current events

• The New Jersey Law Blog
– Blog dedicated to providing information and legal analysis of published 

court decisions for the state of New Jersey

• Professional Marketing Blog
– Larry Bodine’s blog, dedicated to law, accounting and management 

consulting firm marketing, business and practice development

• Law Biz Blog
– Blog from Ed Poll, author of The Profitable Law Office Handbook 

Attorney's Guide to Successful Business Planning



Blogs

What applications or issues can 
you think of for blogs in legal 
marketing or specific practice 

areas that would make sense to 
create?



Podcasts

• Name credited to former MTV VJ Adam Curry – iPod + 
broadcast = podcast

• Think “Tivo for Radio” – audio content to go
• Content can range from a podcast of a traditional radio 

show to original content
• Like blogs, topics (and quality!) vary widely
• Distributed via RSS feeds



Podcasts
• Growing Market

– According to the Pew Internet and American Life Project, one in 
10 – 22 million – Americans already owns a portable digital 
audio player

– In the second quarter of this year, Apple reported shipments of 
5.31 million iPod players, a 558 percent year-on-year 
increase. That translates to one iPod sold every 1.5 seconds

– Several other companies – including Dell, Creative Labs and 
iRiver – are also aggressively marketing competitive products

– Some cellular telephones allow users to download as much as 1 
GB of audio files



Podcasts
• Podcasts do not require broadcasting equipment or 

licensing and are not subject to broadcast regulations
• Unlike radio, it is not necessary to program 24/7 – a 

podcast can be a one-time event or a regular feature 
(weekly, monthly, etc.)

• Since the Internet provides the delivery mechanism, 
there is no geographic limitation to an audience

• Even if a user does not have a portable digital audio 
player, nearly any computer sold within the last three 
years will allow playback of digital audio files



Podcasts
• Podcasts can be nearly any length and do not need to fit 

into traditional broadcast windows. A 17-minute podcast 
can be as effective as a 15- or 30-minute program

• The development and dissemination of a podcast can be 
very cost-effective, making the delivery of audio files to 
a fairly select audience possible. Podcasts may even 
prove to be effective for internal company 
communications



Podcasts
• Podcasts typically fall into three categories:

– Interest-specific information content: a discussion of a 
specific topic: fashion, a particular sport or an affinity for a
specific make and model of car. Podcasting can include 
recorded lectures or panel discussions, annual shareholder 
meetings, etc.

– Re-packaging of broadcast content: many radio stations 
are making programs available for listening via podcast (e.g., Al 
Franken’s talk show on Air America)

– Music programming: more difficult due to rights, clearances, 
royalties and licensing fees, but some of the most popular 
podcasts feature a specific genre of music, much like a show 
one would expect to hear on broadcast radio



Podcasts
• Examples of podcasts:

– GM is now podcasting earnings reports
– Coverville – Local Denver podcaster Brian Ibbot has more than 

10,000 subscribers to his twice-weekly show
– Many “terrestrial” radio shows: NPR, Air America…even Rush 

Limbaugh is now podcasting
– Special interests: From Talk Rodeo (three-minute daily wrap-up 

featuring interviews with the stars of the sport) to RFID Podcast 
Daily (a daily update of RFID technology)

– Directories, like Podcast.net



Examples of Legal Podcasts

• The Law Report
– Breaking legal stories across Australia and overseas, analyzing law 

reform, legal education, test cases, miscarriages of justice and
examining legal culture. The Law Report is clear, jargon-free 
information about the law and those who make it, break it, and have to 
comply with it

• Family Law
– Family law summaries, case reports and commentary by Jimmy Verner, 

family law attorney, Verner & Brumley, P.C., Dallas, Texas

• Life of a Law Student



Podcasts

What applications or issues can you 
think of for podcasting topics in legal 

marketing or specific practice areas that 
make sense?



Looking Ahead

• Don’t try to learn the “new media.” Understand that the 
media is evolving and will continue to do so faster and 
faster

• Don’t discount a blogger, podcaster, etc. Kryptonite bike 
locks learned the hard way

• Look for more and more “mainstream” voices to join the 
blogosphere. Dan Gillmor left his job at the San Jose 
Mercury News to blog

• Be ready to communicate with your target audiences 
when they wish, how they wish and where they wish –
or be ready to fail



Looking Ahead

• Although these new media are more interactive, they 
also still allow complete control

• New media makes it easier to take complex topics and 
make them more accessible
– In addition to a white paper on a complex legal topic, consider an 

interview delivered via podcast
– An online Q&A is easily done via blog

• RSS feeds allow users to easily receive headlines in 
areas of interest



Visit our blog at

http://metzger.typepad.com



Questions, 
Comments and 

Criticisms


